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In this study, the solution of the inverse problem of spectroscopy of water-ethanol liquid
solutions by neural network models is considered. The process of training a neural network
requires a large number of patterns, which cannot be obtained by laboratory measurements. In
this paper, we demonstrate the possibility of generating an additional array of patterns using a
conditional variational autoencoder. The generated patterns have a form similar to real spectra,
and they are used to train the neural network for classification, along with the original patterns.
As a result of applying this approach, it was possible to improve the quality of solving the
inverse problem on real patterns that were not used in the training process.
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1. Introduction
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In recent years, artificial neural networks have shown significant success in various
applied problems of real world [1]. Although active research in the field of computer science is
still ongoing [2], the application of neural networks has gone beyond academic tasks formulated
on large datasets collected from the global web (images, video, texts, voice samples) [3], and
appears in production fields that use data obtained in laboratory experiments which require
expensive equipment, qualified stuff for operating and experts to make the annotation of the
patterns. To minimize the efforts required to collect representative datasets, sparse grids of
measuring conditions\parameters are generated to cover a wide range of possible realizations. In
case of classical deep learning tasks, there is a well-known set of recommendations [4], such as
adding augmentations to original sample (noise adding, affine and brightness transformations
etc.), the use of a semi-supervised learning, training on additional samples from open sources
etc. Unfortunately, there is no way to use such recommendations for many specific applications,
for which there are no relevant data from another sources, and the type of permissible
augmentations is not known. An example of such specific problem (the inverse problem of
Raman spectroscopy of water-ethanol solutions) is considered in this article. The specificity of
the object of research is determined by a set of factors: the properties of measuring equipment
(the characteristics of laser, diffraction grating, the CCD matrix of the detector etc. [5]) and the
subject of the study - water-ethanol solutions with impurities poisonous in a certain
concentration range. In laboratory conditions, more than 5 thousand spectra were measured with
various concentrations of the investigated components. This number of patterns already makes it
possible to train the baseline ML-model, but further improvement of its results requires
additional tricks. It is impossible to implement the augmentation strategy for spectral data, since
the Raman spectrum of the low-frequency band has narrow strictly localized peaks of natural
oscillations, whose intensity is very sensitive to the concentration of presented components, and
their intensity has a nonlinear dependence on simultaneous presence of components dissolved in
the solution. It should be noted that although there is still no theoretical model that could
accurately describe the Raman spectra of water solutions, an empirical calibration model for 1-2
component solutions was created 4 decades ago [6], and the possibility of using neural networks
[7] and other ML models was also demonstrated [8] for more complex Raman spectroscopy
inverse problems.
The idea of generating additional spectra using neural networks was proposed in [9];
however, the rapid development of the topic of generative adversarial neural networks (GAN)
[10] and variational autoencoders (VAE) [11] made it possible to obtain significant benefits
from the exploitation of this approach in the application of spectroscopy problems [12] by using
the conditional versions [13] of these models (cGAN and cVAE respectively). The classical-ML
way of processing spectral data is the construction of the so-called “chemometrical” linear
models (based on Principal Component Analysis [14], Partial Least Squares [15]), which allow
one to build stable models even on small amounts of data by considering only significant
eigenvalues, but have a limited accuracy due to nonlinear effects appearing in complex subjects.
The object of our research are water-ethanol solutions, additionally containing impurities
(fusel oil, methanol, ethyl acetate), the concentrations of which (max concentrations 11.2%,
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24%, 18%) vary in intervals similar to those present in alcoholic beverages, as well as the
concentration of ethanol (which is much higher and varies in the range 38-57%). The observed
pattern solutions may not contain additional impurities at all (water-ethanol only) or any
combination of them (from 1 to 3 impurities at the same time).

2. Methods
2.1 Raman spectroscopy

2.2 Neural network classifier
To solve the inverse problem of spectroscopy, a fully connected NN with 2 hidden layers
(128 and 64 neurons, respectively) was used. This NN model had 8 outputs, each output
corresponding to a unique combination of components present in the explored water-ethanol
solutions. To minimize possible overfitting of the NN, the Dropout [16] regularization approach
was used, which provided random disconnection (with a probability of 50%) of individual
neurons of the hidden layers during training; also, for the same reason, early stopping
mechanism was implemented: the NN training process was stopped if during a defined number
of epochs there was no improvement of the average loss function calculated for the pairs
(predicted class vector - ground vector for the corresponding pattern) over the validation dataset.
2.3 Conditional Variational Autoencoder
A vanilla variational autoencoder consists of a pair of encoder-decoder NN models that
map the original input patterns into a lower dimension latent space, and implement a generation
process based on sampling from this lower dimension space. Unlike classical autoencoders,
which consist of a single NN model and are trained on estimation of the quality of reconstructed
samples passed through the bottleneck of a neural network (a layer of the autoencoder NN with
a small number of neurons), VAE attempts to create a lower-dimension latent space with good
statistical properties that enable the generative process. For VAE architecture, the encoder
creates an embedding not of a single point, but of the corresponding distribution (determining
the parameters of the normal distribution) to the latent space. The decoder is trained to generate
patterns from a vector sampled from the corresponding distribution in the latent space. Because
we are dealing not only with reconstructed patterns, but with distributions, an additional
regularization term to the loss function is added to estimate the Kulback-Leibler divergence [17]
between the approximated and the target distributions. In order to add information about the
target class, in the conditional VAE , the concatenation of the one-hot encoded output vector
with a vector sampled from the latent space is introduced during the training process. Thus, after
completing the training of the model, it’s possible to use the decoder model standalone to
generate spectra corresponding to target classes. The examples of such generated spectra are
presented in Fig 1. We also experimented with conditional generative adversarial networks ;
however, was hard to achieve stable convergence of the training process, and the generated
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Each pattern was recorded with laser excitation at 532nm, power 300 mWatt in two ranges
- in the low-frequency region (190-2230 cm -1) and in the area of the valence band of water
(2170-3840 cm-1), resolution 2cm-1. In each range, there were 1024 spectral channels.
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spectra were significantly corrupted by noise, which led to the loss of information in some
important (according to physics) spectral regions. This leads to decrease in the quality of the
trained model.

3. Data processing
As a part of the routine of collection and initial processing of the raw data recorded by
laboratory equipment, the spectral baseline correction and normalizing to the integral of the
valence band of water were performed. Also, uninformative spectral regions were excluded,
since no intensity changes corresponding to dissolved components could be observed there. The
log10 and rescaling to the range (0, 1) were applied as the next steps, to reduce the extreme
variation of regions of natural spectral oscillations. Since different classes have a different
number of possible component concentrations (for solutions of 2 components - 560 spectra were
measured, for solutions of 3 components - more than 3000), an equal number of patterns from
each class was randomly selected to balance the classes for the training set (used to adjust the
weights of NN model) and the test set (used only for independent estimation of the quality of
the NN model, after the training was ended). This procedure was performed 5 times to eliminate
the dependence on the empirical distribution of the selected patterns. The final training and test
sets consisted of 3560 and 440 unique spectral patterns, respectively.
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Figure 1: A comparison of the spectra (observed in laboratory and generated by cVAE,
log10 processed) of water-ethanol solutions with different substances: a - no impurities,
b - fusel oil, c - methanol, d - ethyl acetate.
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4. Computational experiments

Dataset
Split 1
Split 2
Split 3
Split 4
Split 5
Average
Standard
deviation

Real
0,33
0,36
0,35
0,37
0,38
0,358

Generated
0,27
0,28
0,29
0,3
0,29
0,286

Mixed
0,37
0,4
0,41
0,43
0,42
0,406

0,019

0,011

0,023

Table 1. The accuracy of solving the 8-class classification problem of Raman
spectroscopy using an artificial neural network. Types of training datasets: Real spectra recorded in the laboratory experiment, Generated - spectra generated by the
cVAE, mixed - dataset including real and generated patterns. The training set is a classbalanced, random subsample of laboratory experiment patterns. Similar patterns within
the same split were used to train cVAE and classifier models. All values are computed
for real spectra of the test set, which were not used for model training.
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According to the described pipeline, the cVAE and classifier NNs were trained. сVAE wasVAE was
fitted on a training dataset consisting of real spectra only. After the сVAE wasVAE training was finished,
1100 examples were generated for each class by its decoder NN model. Then three different NN
classifiers were trained: the first classifier was trained on real data (the same dataset that was
used to train the cVAE model), the second classifier - only on simulated data generated by the
decoder model, the third classifier - on a mixed dataset (generated + real spectra). The accuracy
of the classifiers after training was estimated on the test set (patterns that were used neither for
training cVAE nor for training the classifier NNs). The early stopping criteria - the loss function
(categorical cross entropy) computed on the validation set (20% of patterns randomly selected
from the training set) was not improved during 200 consecutive epochs of training process; the
maximum possible total number of epochs was 2000, but it was never achieved. The network
accuracy values for various cases are presented in Table 1.
It should be noted that similar performance of classifier NNs observed in various
experiments (for various splits) demonstrates that the effect obtained reflects a stable tendency,
despite the relatively low values of accuracy. However, the proposed approach significantly
improves the classification accuracy on an independent test dataset of real patterns. As expected,
the second classifier model, trained only on the generated patterns, demonstrates the lowest
performance (classification accuracy less than 30%), although during the training process the
accuracy on the training set and on the validation set (consisting of generated patterns only) was
greater than 90%. However, despite such a strong difference in the results computed on artificial
and real datasets, the model trained on a mixed dataset demonstrated fast convergence (after
about 400 training epochs) and higher accuracy on the test dataset. The best results for the first
classifier model (trained on real samples only) required more than 1000 training epochs and still
had lower accuracy. We can say that to some extent adding generated patterns provides some
kind of augmentation for the initial experimental data array.
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5. Conclusions and future work
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